Ultrasound Is Superior to Palpation in Identifying the Cricothyroid Membrane in Subjects with Poorly Defined Neck Landmarks

A Randomized Clinical Trial


ABSTRACT

Background: Success of a cricothyrotomy is dependent on accurate identification of the cricothyroid membrane. The objective of this study was to compare the accuracy of ultrasonography versus external palpation in localizing the cricothyroid membrane.

Methods: In total, 223 subjects with abnormal neck anatomy who were scheduled for neck computed-tomography scan at University Health Network hospitals in Toronto, Canada, were randomized into two groups: external palpation and ultrasound. The localization points of the cricothyroid membrane determined by ultrasonography or external palpation were compared to the reference midpoint (computed-tomography point) of the cricothyroid membrane by a radiologist who was blinded to group allocation. Primary outcome was the accuracy in identification of the cricothyroid membrane, which was measured by digital ruler in millimeters from the computed-tomography point to the ultrasound point or external-palpation point. Success was defined as the proportion of accurate attempts within a 5-mm distance from the computed-tomography point to the ultrasound point or external-palpation point.

Results: The percentage of accurate attempts was 10-fold greater in the ultrasound than external-palpation group (81% vs. 8%; 95% CI, 63.6 to 81.3%; P < 0.0001). The mean (SD) distance measured from the external-palpation to computed-tomography point was five-fold greater than the ultrasound to the computed-tomography point (16.6 ± 7.5 mm vs. 3.4 ± 3.3 mm; 95% CI, 11.67 to 14.70; P < 0.0001). Analysis demonstrated that the risk ratio of inaccurate localization of the cricothyroid membrane was 9.14-fold greater with the external palpation than with the ultrasound (P < 0.0001). There were no adverse events observed.

Conclusions: In subjects with poorly defined neck landmarks, ultrasonography is more accurate than external palpation in localizing the cricothyroid membrane. (ANESTHESIOLOGY 2018; 129:1132-9)

AIRWAY management is an important skill required for acute care physicians, including intensivists, anesthesiologists, and emergency medicine physicians. Difficult airways remain a major challenge that can lead to serious adverse outcomes and death.1,2 In rare life-threatening airway crises of “cannot intubate, cannot oxygenate,” an emergency cricothyrotomy with the insertion of a breathing tube via the cricothyroid membrane is the only option.3,4 When performing this potentially life-saving procedure, the first critical step is to palpate and correctly identify the cricothyroid membrane because its misidentification is a major cause of tube misplacements, leading to cricothyrotomy failures and serious complications.5 However, accurate localization of the cricothyroid membrane using the conventional approach of external palpation is more challenging than anticipated where anesthesiologists, emergency medicine physicians, and trauma surgeons poorly localized the cricothyroid membrane.4–7
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Editor’s Perspective

What We Already Know about This Topic
- Accurate identification of the cricothyroid membrane is key for success of emergency cricothyrotomy
- Ultrasound has been reported to identify the cricothyroid membrane more accurately than external palpation in patients with normal neck anatomy

What This Article Tells Us That Is New
- In this randomized clinical trial, 223 adult patients with neck pathologies such as previous neck surgery, irradiation, and/or neck mass who were scheduled for a neck computed-tomography scan were randomly allocated to either the ultrasound group or the external-palpation group
- Accuracy in identification of the cricothyroid membrane, defined as the distance from a point determined by the computed tomography within 5 mm, was 10-fold greater in the ultrasound group (81%, n = 114) than the external-palpation group (8%, n = 109)
Ultrasonography has become increasingly important in the practice of anesthesia, emergency medicine, and critical care. In particular, ultrasonography has been proven to increase success, decrease complications, and enhance patient safety when performing invasive procedures. Increasing evidence has shown a role for ultrasonography of neck landmarks in airway management to accurately identify the cricothyroid membrane. Conversely, the traditional method of external palpation poorly identified the cricothyroid membrane. Although the majority of the studies comparing ultrasound and external palpation of the cricothyroid membrane were performed on patients with normal neck landmarks, little is known of their performance on patients with poorly defined neck anatomy, particularly in patients with previous neck surgery, neck mass, and/or neck irradiation.

We hypothesized that ultrasound is more accurate than external palpation in identifying the cricothyroid membrane when compared to the accepted standard, computed-tomography scan. The objective of this randomized clinical trial was to compare the accuracy of ultrasound versus external palpation in localizing the cricothyroid membrane in patients with poorly defined neck landmarks.

Materials and Methods

This prospective, single-center, single-blinded, randomized clinical trial was reviewed and approved by University Health Network Research Ethics Board (Toronto, Canada; approval No. 12-5327-BE). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. Our trial is accessible on clinicaltrials.gov with the identifier NCT01725828. The modifications that were made to the protocol are reflected on clinicaltrials.gov.

The study was conducted on 223 American Society of Anesthesiologists physical status I to III patients at least 18 yr of age with neck pathology who were scheduled for a neck computed-tomography scan at University Health Network hospitals (Toronto, Canada) from October 2012 to July 2014. All patients recruited in the study had neck pathologies including previous neck surgery, irradiation, and/or neck mass. We excluded patients who were unable to lie flat, those who were unable to maintain a neutral neck position, and those who refused to participate in the study. The patients’ characteristics were recorded, including age, sex, neck circumference, ability to extend the neck, history of previous surgery on the neck, thyromental distance, sternomental distance, and history of difficulty in airway management. Patients were approached by the admitting nurse in the waiting area of the computed-tomography scan suite at the University Health Network and asked about their willingness to participate in a research study. If the patient was willing to participate, detailed information about the study was provided by the research assistant, and informed written consent was obtained. Then the patients were assessed for eligibility to participate in the study, and eligible patients were assigned to the study groups by the research assistant. The neck anatomy of each patient was assessed by an independent anesthesiologist for the degree of difficulty in identifying the landmarks according to an established grading system: easy, visual landmarks; moderate, requires light palpation of landmarks; difficult, requires deep palpation of landmarks; and impossible, landmarks not palpable. Subjects with a score of moderate, difficult, and impossible landmarks were recruited for the study. All patients were randomized by the statistician using a computer-generated random number table for group allocation: external palpation and ultrasound. Randomization assignments were placed in sequentially numbered concealed envelopes. After performing the screening, the envelope was opened by the research assistant, and the patient was assigned to either the ultrasound group or the external-palpation group.

Assessment of the Cricothyroid Membrane

Assessment of the cricothyroid membrane using external palpation or ultrasound was performed by two anesthesia fellows (S.B. and Devdatta Desi, M.D., Research Associate, Department of Anesthesia and Pain Management, Mount Sinai Hospital, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada) depending on their schedule availability.

External Palpation of the Cricothyroid Membrane. On the day of the computed-tomography scan, an anesthesia fellow (S.B. or D.D.) palpated the neck landmarks of patients in the external-palpation group and marked the anticipated entry point (external-palpation point) of a cricothyrotomy device using a radiopaque computed tomography–compatible sticker marker (ultrasound; SureMark Company, USA). The patients were supine with the neck in the same neutral position as in the computed-tomography scan. Identification of the cricothyroid membrane was performed using the index and third finger of the nondominant hand to palpate the thyroid cartilage in the midline starting from the cephalad and moving caudally to the cricoid cartilage. The space between the inferior border of the thyroid cartilage and superior border of the cricoid cartilage is the cricothyroid membrane.

Ultrasoundography of the Cricothyroid Membrane. The anesthesia fellows who were involved in the study received a 10-min didactic lecture followed by a 3-min video on the ultrasonographic and palpation techniques to identify the anatomical landmarks and the cricothyroid membrane. They were then given hands-on training at least five times with ultrasound. Furthermore, both fellows had performed a minimum of 20 successful identifications of the cricothyroid membrane using external palpation and ultrasound, which is the required number to achieve competence in ultrasound identification of the cricothyroid membrane. On the day of the computed-tomography scan, one of the anesthesia fellows who was available identified the cricothyroid membrane...
of patients in the ultrasound group. The midpoint of the cricothyroid membrane (ultrasound point) was then marked with a SureMark sticker. Ultrasonography of the neck was performed as previously reported using the transverse and longitudinal approach as described by Kristensen and Kristensen et al. A portable ultrasound system with a 10- to 5-MHz linear-array transducer (Zonare Medical Systems, Inc., USA) was used for the ultrasound scans. Patients being scanned were positioned supine with the neck in the same neutral position as in the computed-tomography scan.

**Computed-tomography Image of the Neck**
The neck computed-tomography image of each patient was read by a radiologist staff member who was the only one blinded to the group allocation. The cricothyroid membrane was identified between the inferior border of the thyroid cartilage and superior border of the cricoid cartilage. The digital ruler of the computed-tomography scan was used to measure the horizontal (x-axis) and vertical (y-axis) distance (millimeters) of the cricothyroid membrane. The intersection of the horizontal and vertical axes is referred as the midpoint of the cricothyroid membrane (computed-tomography point).

Our primary outcome was the accuracy in identification of the cricothyroid membrane, which was measured by a digital ruler in millimeters from the computed-tomography point to the ultrasound point or external-palpation point. We defined success as the proportion of accurate attempts within a 5-mm distance from the computed-tomography point to the ultrasound point or external-palpation point.

The study was initially planned with the primary outcome as the absolute distance (millimeters) between the computed-tomography point to the external-palpation point and ultrasound point. Since 2015, there has been an increasing number of studies on ultrasound identification of the cricothyroid membrane, which defined accuracy as a distance of 5 mm or less. Thus, we included the proportion of accurate attempts as a distance of 5 mm or less as a secondary outcome in the clinical trial registration in June 2018. Keeping the same objective and focusing on more clinical relevance, we reported the primary outcome as the proportion of accurate attempts within a 5-mm distance from the computed-tomography point to the ultrasound point or external-palpation point.

The distance of 5 mm or less is based on several studies measuring the dimensions of the cricothyroid membrane. This is clinically relevant because a puncture outside this limit is likely to be outside the cricothyroid membrane vertebral dimension and may result in cricothyrotomy failure and/or cause unnecessary tissue injuries.

Our pilot data indicated a 50% success rate for accurate identification of the cricothyroid membrane by external palpation. Based on current literature and the data obtained from our previous studies, we hypothesized a 70% success rate for accurate identification of the cricothyroid membrane when using ultrasound. To demonstrate a 20% improvement in the success rate at 80% power and a 5% significance level, a minimum number of 82 subjects was required in each of the experimental groups (external-palpation group and ultrasound group). To ensure sufficient power for the study, 109 patients were recruited to the external-palpation group, and 114 patients were recruited to the ultrasound group.

**Statistical Analysis**
The characteristics of each group were presented with frequencies and percentages for categorical variables and compared using the chi-square test. For continuous variables, means and SDs were presented and compared using independent two-sample t tests. Normal distribution was checked by examining the histograms. The statistical model was changed from a logistic regression model to a Poisson regression model to examine the rate of successful identification of the cricothyroid membrane and to calculate risk ratios. Possible confounders including body mass index, neck circumference, thyromental distance, sternomental distance ability to extend the neck, previous surgery on the neck, history of difficult intubation, and difficulty of manual identification were adjusted for the model. The distance from the target location was compared between the groups using a t test. SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute, USA) was used for the statistical analysis. All P values were two-sided, and a value of P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**
In total, 340 subjects scheduled for a neck computed-tomography scan at University Health Network hospitals were assessed for eligibility. Of those 340, 117 subjects were excluded from the study. None of the participants were excluded from the study after randomization. However, patients who were unable to lie flat, those who were unable to maintain a neutral neck position, and those who refused to participate in the study were excluded at the time of recruitment. A total of 223 patients with poorly defined neck landmarks completed the study, with 109 and 114 patients randomized to the external-palpation and ultrasound groups, respectively (fig. 1). More than half of the patients in each group had previous neck surgery (table 1). The patients’ characteristics were similar between groups except for a statistically significant difference in body mass index (table 1). Before the localization of the cricothyroid membrane, the degree of difficulty in palpating the neck landmarks was evaluated for each patient. Table 1 showed that the distribution of patients with various degrees of difficulty was similar between the groups. The localization points of the cricothyroid membrane determined by ultrasonography (ultrasound point) and external palpation (external-palpation point) were compared to the reference midpoint (computed-tomography point) of the cricothyroid membrane identified by computed-tomography scan. Figure 2 shows that the majority of the localization points identified by ultrasound were within 5 mm of the reference computed-tomography point.
point, contrasting with a more scattered distribution of the localization points identified by external palpation. Our primary outcome was the accuracy in identification of the cricothyroid membrane, which was measured by a digital ruler in millimeters from the computed-tomography point to the ultrasound point or external-palpation point. We defined success as the proportion of accurate attempts within a 5-mm distance from the computed-tomography point to the ultrasound point or external-palpation point. The percentage of accurate attempts, defined as a distance of 5 mm or less, was 10-fold greater in the ultrasound than external-palpation group (81% vs. 8%; 95% CI, 63.6 to 81.3%; \( P \) < 0.0001).

---

**Table 1.** Characteristics Comparison between the Two Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>External Palpation (N = 109)</th>
<th>Ultrasound (N = 114)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male, No. (%)</td>
<td>71 (65%)</td>
<td>72 (63%)</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean ± SD</td>
<td>57.4 (14.9)</td>
<td>57.0 (13.7)</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight, mean ± SD, kg</td>
<td>75.2 (16.7)</td>
<td>72.2 (17.2)</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, mean ± SD, cm</td>
<td>170 (12)</td>
<td>171 (9)</td>
<td>0.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, mean ± SD, kg</td>
<td>26.1 (4.7)</td>
<td>24.6 (5.2)</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck circumference, mean ± SD, cm</td>
<td>38.5 (3.9)</td>
<td>37.6 (5.0)</td>
<td>0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyromental distance, mean ± SD, cm</td>
<td>8.0 (1.1)</td>
<td>8.0 (1.4)</td>
<td>0.934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sternomental distance, mean ± SD, cm</td>
<td>14.9 (2.0)</td>
<td>15.0 (1.8)</td>
<td>0.683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to extend neck, No. (%)</td>
<td>101 (93)</td>
<td>100 (88)</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous surgery on neck, No. (%)</td>
<td>60 (55)</td>
<td>59 (52)</td>
<td>0.622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of difficult intubation, No. (%)</td>
<td>7 (6)</td>
<td>5 (4)</td>
<td>0.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty of manual cricothyroid membrane identification, No. (%)</td>
<td>15 (14)</td>
<td>6 (5)</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impossible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>29 (17)</td>
<td>36 (32)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>65 (60)</td>
<td>72 (63)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1.** Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) flow diagram showing participant flow through each stage of the randomized controlled trial (enrollment, intervention allocation, follow-up, and data analysis).
The mean ± SD distance measured from the external palpation to the computed-tomography point was five-fold greater than the ultrasound to computed-tomography point (16.6 ± 7.5 vs. 3.4 ± 3.3 mm; 95% CI, 11.67 to 14.70; P < 0.0001; table 2). Poisson regression analysis demonstrated that the risk ratio of inaccurate localization of the cricothyroid membrane was 9.14-fold greater with the external palpation than with the ultrasonography (P < 0.0001; table 3). Because both ultrasound and external-palpation techniques are minimally invasive, we did not observe any adverse events in our trial.

**Discussion**

The primary outcome of this clinical trial was the accuracy in identification of the cricothyroid membrane, which was measured by a digital ruler in millimeters from the computed-tomography point to the ultrasound point or external-palpation point. We defined success as the proportion of accurate attempts within a 5-mm distance from the computed-tomography point to the ultrasound point or external-palpation point.

In this trial, ultrasonography was significantly more accurate than external palpation in localizing the cricothyroid membrane of patients with poorly defined neck landmarks. Furthermore, ultrasonography was highly accurate in localizing the cricothyroid membrane as identified with computed-tomography scan, the accepted standard.

An important finding of our study is the high accuracy of ultrasound (81% vs. 8%; 95% CI, 63.6 to 81.3%; P < 0.0001; table 3). This is consistent with previous studies looking at ultrasound accuracy with regard to the cricothyroid membrane. Kristensen et al. showed an 83% success rate of ultrasound-guided identification of the cricothyroid membrane in morbidly obese females with poorly palpable neck landmarks. Other studies demonstrated a
100% identification of the cricothyroid membrane with ultrasonography in obese nonpregnant \(^6\) and obese pregnant subjects. \(^7\) Although ultrasonography can accurately localize the cricothyroid membrane, there is a paucity of evidence to assess its accuracy against computed-tomography scan as the accepted standard. Furthermore, we observed that the mean ± SD distance measured from the external-palpation point to the computed-tomography point was five-fold greater than from the ultrasound point to the computed-tomography point (16.6 ± 7.5 mm vs. 3.4 ± 3.3 mm; 95% CI, 11.67 to 14.70; \(P < 0.0001\); table 2; fig. 2). These findings demonstrate that in subjects with neck pathology and poorly defined neck landmarks, ultrasonography is highly accurate in localizing the cricothyroid membrane and is comparable to computed-tomography scan as the accepted standard.

Accurate localization was defined as within less than 5 mm of the midpoint of the cricothyroid membrane as identified by computed-tomography scan. This value was based on the known dimensions of the cricothyroid membrane in human cadavers with a mean width of 8.2 mm with an upper limit of 11.0 mm and a mean height of 10.4 mm with an upper limit of 13.0 mm. \(^12\) Although the 5-mm limit is arbitrary, the value is based on empirical data and is clinically relevant because a puncture within this limit is likely to occur at the recommended site of placement of cricothyrotomy devices to avoid injuries to the vocal cords, \(^12\) whereas a puncture outside this limit may result in cricothyrotomy failure and/or unnecessary complications.

In contrast to ultrasonography, only 8% (9 of 109) of the points made by external palpation were accurate (table 2), with the majority of points located outside the upper limit of both the width and height of the cricothyroid membrane. \(^12\) Moreover, the calculated mean ± SD distance of the points by external palpation was 16.6 ± 7.5 mm (table 2), which is beyond the upper dimensions of the cricothyroid membrane. \(^12\)

Although other studies have demonstrated an accuracy rate of 30 to 71% in patients without neck pathology, \(^4,6,8,15\) we observed a low accurate rate of only 8% in our population with neck pathology. Accurate identification of the cricothyroid membrane using external palpation is often more difficult than anticipated, even under elective conditions. \(^7,8,11\)

A study by Lamb et al. \(^11\) showed that anesthesiologist staff and trainees had greater success rates in accurate cricothyroid membrane localization using external palpation in nonobese males (33 of 46, 71.7%) than females (11 of 45, 24.4%) without poor neck landmarks. It is likely that the prominent thyroid cartilage in males allows for the cricothyroid membrane to be more accurately localized. \(^11\) In another study, Aslani et al. \(^8\) reported success rates of 24.4% and 29.3% using external palpation in nonobese women with the neck placed in the neutral and extended positions, respectively. Furthermore, trauma surgeons with experience in surgical airways had a similar success rate of 26% in female volunteers. \(^7,16\) In contrast to external palpation, these studies further demonstrated that ultrasonography was successful in accurately localizing the cricothyroid membrane in all the subjects. These findings are concerning and might have important clinical implications in a life-threatening “cannot intubate, cannot oxygenate” situation, in which mislocalization of the cricothyroid membrane by external palpation in patients with neck pathology might lead to failed cricothyrotomies.

Our results may support the high failure rate of operating room emergency needle cricothyrotomies reported in the Fourth National Audit Project study, the largest clinical study on major airway complications of more than 2 million patients during general anesthesia. \(^17\) Although many factors could cause the high failure rate, misidentification of the cricothyroid membrane using external palpation during an emergency cricothyrotomy might be a contributing factor, because 39% of patients in the aforementioned study have neck pathology that may make the cricothyroid membrane more difficult to localize. \(^17\)

The use of ultrasonography in airway management is steadily increasing. Several difficult airway guidelines advocate the use of preprocedure ultrasound to identify the neck landmarks and the cricothyroid membrane before airway management in patients with difficult airways. \(^4,18\) The American Society of Anesthesiologists Difficult Airway Algorithm categorizes a group of patients with “difficult

---

### Table 3. Poisson Regression Model with Successful Identification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Risk Ratio</th>
<th>95% CI for Risk Ratio</th>
<th>(P) value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasound</td>
<td>Palpation</td>
<td>9.14</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>17.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck circumference</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyromental distance</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterno mental distance</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to extend neck</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous surgery</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of difficult intubation</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual identification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impossible</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Successful identification is defined as within 5 mm of the computer-tomography scan-identified spot.
surgical access.\textsuperscript{18} Although the specifics of this patient population are not stated, our findings suggest that neck pathology creates a challenge for identifying neck landmarks by external palpation. Premarking the cricothyroid membrane with ultrasonography in patients with neck pathology could theoretically improve success of a cricothyrotomy and reduce complications when performing this high-stakes procedure.

In a study on human cadavers with poorly defined neck landmarks, Siddiqui et al.\textsuperscript{2} showed a significantly greater success rate of cricothyotomy and a three-fold reduction in complications with ultrasound identification compared to external palpation of the cricothyroid membrane. Dinsmore et al.\textsuperscript{15} demonstrated a significant increase in success rate and a significant decrease in procedure time of cannula tracheotomy using ultrasound-guided compared to non-ultrasound-guided cannula placement in a model with simulated unidentifiable anterior neck anatomy. Furthermore, ultrasound guidance has been shown to facilitate successful puncture between tracheal rings in eight of nine cadavers at the first attempt.\textsuperscript{19}

In addition, a limited number of reported clinical cases appear to support the potential value of preprocedural ultrasound. Muhammad et al.\textsuperscript{20} described four case reports in which ultrasound helped to identify aberrant anatomical variations to safely perform percutaneous tracheostomy or elective open tracheostomy. In a morbidly obese patient with impalpable neck landmarks, tracheostomy was successfully performed under ultrasound guidance.\textsuperscript{21} Another case report described that preprocedural ultrasound identification of the cricothyroid membrane resulted in prompt and successful emergency cricothyroditomy without complications. This was after multiple failed attempts at awake fiberoptic intubation in a patient with airway swelling and impossible neck landmarks secondary to von Recklinghausen disease.\textsuperscript{22} Ultrasonography has been proven to increase success, decrease complications, and enhance patient safety when performing invasive procedures.\textsuperscript{23} Our study, together with previous reports, suggest the potential role of ultrasound in improving the success and minimizing the complications of performing a cricothyrotomy when the cricothyroid membrane is premarked, particularly in patients with neck pathologies in which the neck landmarks and cricothyroid membrane are poorly defined.

In a study performed on obese laboring patients, increased neck circumference was an independent risk factor for poor accuracy in localizing the cricothyroid membrane using external palpation,\textsuperscript{4} which was inconsistent with the finding of our study. Underlying tissue responsible for increasing neck circumference does not appear to affect ultrasound localization of the cricothyroid membrane, and several studies reported accurate cricothyroid membrane localization with ultrasound of obese and morbidly obese volunteers with increased neck circumference.\textsuperscript{4,6,8}

Our study has several limitations. The cricothyroid membrane was assessed on patients in the neutral neck position. Location of the cricothyroid membrane is variable depending on the position of the neck,\textsuperscript{8} and a less than ideal neutral neck position could have affected the accuracy of the cricothyroid membrane. However, a donut-shaped pillow was used to minimize head movement and maintained the neck in the neutral position during computed-tomography scan. The cricothyroid membrane was identified by two study investigators (D.D., S.B.) using ultrasonography and external palpation. The homogeneity of the assessors could bias the outcomes through learning with repeated assessments. However, this did not appear to be the case because the proportion of accurate points by external palpation was only 8% (9 of 109). Although the two assessors were anesthesia fellows, evidence suggests that clinical experience did not appear to affect the performance in localizing the cricothyroid membrane using external palpation. Such evidence includes a number of studies in which staff anesthesiologists, emergency physicians, surgeons, and anesthesia residents performed equally poorly in localizing the cricothyroid membrane.\textsuperscript{5–7}

In conclusion, for patients with neck pathology and poorly defined neck anatomy, ultrasound was significantly more accurate than external palpation in localizing the cricothyroid membrane. In addition, ultrasonography was highly accurate in localizing the cricothyroid membrane identified with computed-tomography scan as the accepted standard. These results support the use of ultrasonography over the conventional approach of external palpation for the prelocalization of the cricothyroid membrane in patients with neck pathology before airway management in anticipation of difficult airways. Our results are widely generalizable to the population who might have history of difficult intubation, surgery on the neck, neck mass, and neck irradiation.
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